
  BROOKLYN HEIGHTS POLICE BLOTTER  

 
8/1/21 Driver on Granger Road cited for speed 50/35.  Report of four-wheeler traveling on I-480 

W/B; unable to locate.  Provided mutual aid to Independence PD regarding male striking 
cars with object in front of business on Brecksville Road; one in custody on arrival.   

 
8/2/21 Driver on traffic stop turned over to Parma PD on their warrants.  Driver cited for speed on 

I-480 E/B.  Driver cited for speed 41/25 on E. Schaaf.  Domestic dispute reported on West 
7th; unable to locate either party.  Driver cited for speed 55/35 on Granger Road.  Driver on 
Granger Road cited for expired plates and driving under suspension; vehicle towed.  Driver 
cited on Tuxedo for stop sign violation.  Traffic stop on Schaaf Road; advised speed; 
passenger had multiple warrants and turned over to Painesville PD.  Driver on I-480 E/B 
cited for speed 82/60 and failure to reinstate; vehicle towed.  Driver cited for speed 76/35 
and driving under suspension.   

 
8/3/21 Driver on station reporting a hit/skip accident.  Report of concrete debris in roadway I-480 

W/B; ODOT notified; no hazard.   
 
8/4/21 Report of two four-wheelers in roadway on E. Schaaf; located same and followed to 

Cleveland border.  Two-car accident on E. Schaaf; information taken for report; driver cited 
for assured clear distance ahead.  Driver cited for speed 52/35 on Granger Road.   

 
8/5/21 Driver on Granger Road cited for driving under suspension.  Driver on Granger Road cited 

for driving wrong way on highway and no driver’s license; vehicle towed.  Driver cited for 
speed on I-480 E/B.  Driver on E. Schaaf Road cited for speed 45/25, driving under 
suspension, expired plates and child restraint violation.  Two-car accident on Tuxedo / 
Schaaf.  Two drivers cited for speed on Granger Road, 50/35 and 59/35.  Driver cited for 
driving under suspension on Granger Road.  Driver cited on I-480 E/B for marked lanes 
and driving under suspension.  Two drivers on I-480 E/B cited for speed 80/60 and 75/60.  
Driver on I-480 E/B cited for marked lanes.  Driver cited for speed 71/60, driving under 
suspension and display of plates.  Four drivers cited for speed on I-480 E/B; 85/60, 84/60, 
77/60 and 81/60.  Traffic stop on I-480 E/B; firearm located under driver’s seat near open 
container; also located narcotics on person; same transported to North Royalton jail on 
weapons charges; vehicle towed.   

 
8/6/21 Driver cited for speed and driving under suspension, vehicle towed.  Report of sick possum 

on Spring Road; notified animal control.  Driver cited on Granger Road for driving under 
suspension; vehicle turned over to valid driver.  Accident on I-480 W/B; car v. deer; 
information taken for report.  Two-car accident on West 8th; report taken.  Report of roll-
over accident; located in Independence; Independence PD to handle.   

 
8/7/21 Four drivers cited for speed on Granger Road; 49/35, 50/35, 52/35, 50/35.  Driver cited for 

speed 70/35 and careless operation on Granger Road.  Driver cited on Granger road for 
marked lanes and driving under suspension.  Driver on I-480 E/B cited for speed 79/60.  
Driver cited for improper backing on Granger Road.  Driver cited for booster seat violation 
on I-480 E/B.  Driver cited for speed on Granger Road.  Driver cited on Granger Road for 
speed, marked lanes and driving under suspension; vehicle towed.  Driver charged with 
OVI on W. Schaaf; transported to North Royalton jail.  Vehicle crashed into building on 
Granger Road; Independence PD advised.  Removed traffic barrel from roadway on I-480 
W/B.  Couch on roadway I-480 W/B; assisted back onto vehicle; resecured.  Driver cited 
for driving under suspension.  Three drivers cited for speed on Granger Road; 55/35, 50/35 
and 45/35.  Two drivers cited for speed on I-480 E/B; 79/60 and 81/60.  Driver cited on I-
480 W/B for improper lane change.  Driver cited on I-480 E/B for reckless operation.  Driver 
cited for prohibited U-turn on Granger Road.  Three drivers cited for speed on I-480 E/B; 
75/60, 75/60 and 77/60.  Three drivers cited for speed on I-480 W/B; 88/60, 80/60 and 
81/60.  Driver cited on 17 exit ramp for marked lanes.  Driver cited for speed 52/35 on 
Granger Road.   



 
8/8/21 Driver on Granger Road cited for driving under suspension; vehicle towed.  Report of 

wrong-way driver on I-77; Cuyahoga Heights PD stopped vehicle near Route 21.  One-car 
accident I-480 W/B at exit in construction area; vehicle towed; information taken for report.  
Report of raccoon in garage at residence on Tuxedo; notified animal control.  Two-car 
hit/skip accident; information taken for report.   

 
8/9/21 Traffic stop on I-480 W/B; passenger with felony warrant transported to CCSO.  Driver cited 

for speed 57/35 on Granger Road.  Driver cited for seat belt violation; advised speed.   
 
8/10/21 One-car accident on I-480 W/B; driver transported to hospital; vehicle towed; driver cited 

for reasonable control and expired plates.  Assisted Seven Hills PD with felony traffic stop.  
Two-car accident on I-480 W/B; driver cited for assured clear distance ahead and driving 
under suspension; information taken for report.   

 
8/11/21 Report of broken/missing mailbox on Lancaster; located near curb and resecured to post.  

Report of party riding dirt bike on West 5th; advised.   
 
8/12/21 Driver arrested and taken into custody for OVI on Granger Road; transported to Solon jail; 

vehicle towed.  Driver cited for speed on E. Schaaf Road.   
 
8/13/21 Officer attempted to stop driver suspected of OVI on Granger Road, driver crashed vehicle 

into garbage truck and then fled on foot; driver located in ditch and taken into custody; 
located firearm in vehicle; driver charged with OVI, BAC +.170, having weapons under 
disability, failure to comply, speed, improper handling of a firearm in a motor vehicle, using 
weapons while intoxicated and carrying concealed weapon; transported to Strongsville jail.  
Driver on Granger Road cited for speed 65/35.  Driver on Lancaster/Galway cited for stop 
sign violation.  Driver on Granger Road cited for speed 50/35 and no driver’s license.   

 
8/14/21 Assisted Newburgh Hts. PD on I-77 N/B attempting to stop vehicle; vehicle crashed and 

driver fled on foot; unable to locate.  Report of debris in roadway I-480 W/B; located and 
removed.  Driver on Tuxedo cited for seat belt and stop sign violations.   

 
8/15/21 Assisted Valley View PD with a fight in progress at movie theater; also responded to call 

of large fight on Charles Drive.  Traffic stop on a vehicle that failed to stop for red light on 
Granger Road; loaded firearm was located in glove box; driver taken in to custody and 
transported to North Royalton jail and charged with carrying a concealed weapon, having 
weapons under disability and improper handling of firearm in motor vehicle.  Driver on 
Lancaster/Galway cited for stop sign violation.  Drover cited for driving under suspension 
and expired tags; vehicle turned over to valid driver.   

 
8/16/21 Assisted Cuyahoga Heights PD with rollover crash and traffic control on I-77 S/B.  

Information taken for one-car accident on E. Schaaf Road; semi into guardrail; driver cited 
for failure to stop after accident.  Business on Granger Road reporting theft of catalytic 
converter from van.  Driver cited for speed 55/35 on Granger Road.     

 
8/17/21 Business reporting parties trying to pass counterfeit bill; information only.  Two-car accident 

I-480 W/B; driver cited for improper lane change.   
 
8/18/21 Driver cited on E. Schaaf for no driver’s license; vehicle towed.  Driver on Granger Road 

cited for no driver’s license; vehicle towed.  Driver cited on Galway for license required; 
advised stop sign.  Driver cited on Granger Road for speed 55/35.  Two-car accident on I-
480 W/B; driver cited for improper lane change.   

 
8/19/21 Attempted to stop vehicle on Granger Road; followed driver into driveway in Garfield 

Heights; driver in custody; multiple felony warrants; transported to CCSO.  Semi into ditch 
on I-480 W/B exit; driver cited for failure to control; vehicle towed.  Driver cited on Granger 
Road for speed 53/35.  Driver on E. Schaaf cited for speed 40/25.  Disabled vehicle on I-
480 W/B entered as stolen out of Cleveland; vehicle towed; owner notified.  Party on station 



reporting telecommunications harassment; advised harassing party of no further contact.  
Driver cited for speed 58/35.   

 
8/20/21 Two drivers cited for speed on E. Schaaf Road.  Two drivers cited for speed on Granger 

Road.  Driver on Van Epps Road cited for driving under suspension and fictitious plates.  
Three car accident on I-480 E/B; OSP to handle.  Call from Cleveland PD regarding suicidal 
male; checked area and borders; unable to locate.  Five drivers cited for speed on Granger 
Road; 50/35, 50/35, 51/35, 55/35, 51/35.  Driver cited on Granger Road for speed 50/35 
and expired registration.  Two drivers cited for speed on I-480 E/B; 82/60, 78/60.  Driver 
cited on E. Schaaf for speed; 38/25.   

 
8/21/21 Report of odor of burning plastic on E. Schaaf Road; Fire Department on scene; unable to 

locate source.  Report of vehicle with heavy front-end damage in U-turn on I-480; accident 
determined to be in Independence; Independence PD on scene to handle accident report 
and OVI arrest.  Attempt to stop vehicle traveling I-480 E/B with no plate; terminated at 
Transportation Blvd.; driver turned lights off.  Driver cited for speed on I-480 E/B.  
Responded to residence on West 5th Street regarding possible scam; spoke with party in 
the area taking surveys; advised not to return.  Driver cited for expired plates.  Large bin 
fire in rear parking lot of business on Granger Road; Fire Department on scene and 
extinguished.  Advised juveniles in park of foul language and loud music; music turned 
down.  Driver cited for speed and driving under suspension on I-480 E/B; auto released to 
owner.  Driver cited on Brookpark Road for two headlights required and driving under 
suspension; vehicle towed.   

 
8/22/21 Assisted Cuyahoga Heights PD with traffic accident on I-77 N/B.  Driver on I-480 E/B cited 

for speed 88/60 and expired plates.  Driver cited for speed 92/60 on I-480 E/B.  Driver cited 
for expired plates on Granger Road; advised speed, seat belt and booster seats.  Driver 
on Tuxedo Avenue cited for driving under suspension; vehicle towed.  Driver on E. Schaaf 
cited for speed.  Two drivers on Granger Road cited for speed.     

 
8/23/21 Report of suspicious male knocking on door of residence on W. Schaaf; Fire Department 

on scene to check male; checked okay; advised on warrants and not to return to property; 
transported to Lakeside Avenue.  Call from business regarding male on property; gone on 
arrival; notified employees to call if male returns.   Request for assistance by Strongsville 
PD looking for missing male in I-480 / Granger area; unable to locate.  Driver cited for 
speed 51/35 on Granger Road.  Provided mutual aid to Valley View PD regarding wrong-
way driver on Granger / Canal; assisted with OVI and traffic control.  Mutual aid requested 
by Valley View PD regarding 4-car accident on bridge; assisted with traffic control and 
statements.  Driver on 176 exit ramp cited for driving under suspension; vehicle picked up 
at BP by family member.  Driver on Granger Road cited for failure to reinstate and expired 
plates; turned over to Parma PD on active warrant; vehicle towed.  Driver cited for speed 
on Granger Road.  One-car accident I-480 exit ramp; information taken for report; vehicle 
towed.   

 
8/24/21 Driver on Granger Road cited for speed 53/35.  Two-car accident on I-480 W/B; report 

taken; driver cited for assured clear distance ahead.  Additional two-car accident on I-480 
W/B; report taken; driver cited for assured clear distance ahead.  Driver cited on Granger 
Road for speed 53/35.  Driver on I-480 E/B cited for speed 90/60.   

 
8/25/21 Assisted Fire Department with fire alarm at business on Spring Road; open door found; 

interior checked okay; keyholder on scene.   
 
8/26/21 Welfare check on male sleeping in vehicle on Van Epps; checked okay; car moved off 

roadway.  Two-car accident with injuries on I-480 W/B; both vehicles towed; information 
taken for report; driver cited for improper lane change.  Driver on E. Schaaf cited for speed 
and diving under suspension.  Driver cited for stop sign violation on Tuxedo.  Observed 
erratic driver driving up Lancaster hill; attempted to stop same; pursuit terminated; suspect 
located at residence and charged with OVI and transported to North Royalton jail.  Call for 
assistance from Garfield Heights PD regarding crowd control; cancelled prior to arrival. 



 
8/27/21 Disabled vehicle on I-480 W/B entered as stolen out of Cleveland; Cleveland PD notified; 

vehicle towed.  Valley View PD requesting assistance with pursuit of vehicle traveling on 
Granger Road; vehicle located driving westbound in eastbound lanes; pursuit terminated 
at Transportation Blvd.  Report of low-hanging wire on West 5th Street; no hazard; Phone 
Company notified.  Driver cited for speed on Granger Road.  Stopped motorcycle driving 
wrong way in berm on I-480; cited for driving on wrong side of highway.  Driver on I-480 
E/B cited for speed 89/60 and expired plates.   

 
08/28/21 Driver cited for seat belt violation on Granger Road.  Driver cited for speed 52/35 on 

Granger Road.  Driver cited for red light violation on Granger Road.  Driver cited for 
weaving on Granger Road.  Driver on Granger Road cited for speed 50/35, temporary 
permit, and booster seat violation.  Driver cited for no driver’s license on Granger Road.  
Driver on I-480 E/B cited for speed 70/60 and driving under suspension.  Driver on I-480 
W/B cited for marked lanes, driving under suspension and drug paraphernalia.  Driver on 
Granger Road cited for speed 51/35 and driving under suspension; vehicle towed.  Driver 
on I-480 E/B cited for speed 95/60.  One-car roll-over accident I-480 W/B; two occupants 
transported to hospital; driver cited for reasonable control; information taken for report.  
Two drivers cited for speed on E. Schaaf Road.  Driver on I-480 E/B cited with OVI, felony 
arrest for driver and passengers after three firearms were located; transported to 
Strongsville jail.    

 
8/29/21 Business on Granger Road reporting theft of catalytic converter; report taken.  Driver on 

Granger Road cited for speed 51/35 and marked lanes.  Driver cited for speed on Granger 
Road.   

 
8/30/21 One-car accident I-480 W/B; vehicle towed.  Driver cited for display of plates.  Driver cited 

for speed on Granger Road.   
 
8/31/21 Report of male walking on I-480 W/B; located same and transported to BP station.  Driver 

cited on Dorset Drive for stop sign violation.  Driver on I-480 E/B cited for excessive window 
tint, driving under suspension, open container in a motor vehicle, drug abuse and drug 
paraphernalia; passenger had active felony warrants with CCSO and taken to North 
Royalton for booking regarding felony drugs found in pocket; vehicle towed.   


